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Abstract—The design of high-performance adders has experienced a renewed
interest in the last few years; among high performance schemes, parallel prefix
adders constitute an important class. They require a logarithmic number of stages
and are typically realized using AND-OR logic; moreover with the emergence of new
device technologies based on majority logic, new and improved adder designs are
possible. However, the best existing majority gate-based prefix adder incurs a delay
nÞ  1 (due to the nth carry); this is only marginally better than a design
of 2log2 ðn
nÞ þ 1 gate delay). This
using only AND-OR gates (the latter design has a 2log2 ðn
paper initially shows that this delay is caused by the output carry equation in majority
gate-based adders that is still largely defined in terms of AND-OR gates. In this
paper, two new majority gate-based recursive techniques are proposed. The first
technique relies on a novel formulation of the majority gate-based equations in the
used group generate and group propagate hardware; this results in a new definition
for the output carry, thus reducing the delay. The second contribution of this
manuscript utilizes recursive properties of majority gates (through a novel operator)
to reduce the circuit complexity of prefix adder designs. Overall, the proposed
techniques result in the calculation of the output carry of an n -bit adder with only a
nÞ þ 1. This leads to a reduction of 40percent in delay and
majority gate delay of log2 ðn
30percent in circuit complexity (in terms of the number of majority gates) for multi-bit
addition in comparison to the best existing designs found in the technical literature.
Index Terms—Adder, carry, majority voting logic, emerging technologies, arithmetic complexity
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INTRODUCTION

THE design of high performance multi-bit adders has been an
active research topic for many years; schemes have been developed
with the predominant goal of reducing the worst-case delay under
a possible CMOS implementation. Existing multi-bit adders reduce
the worst case delay based on strategies such as (i) unrolling the
carry recurrence, and (ii) calculating the results prior to each possible carry input. Based on these strategies, several high performance
designs have been proposed in the literature [1]. Among them, prefix adders constitute an important class, because they yield highperformance at a relatively small fan-out and hardware requirements [2], [3], [4]. Prefix adders have been extensively used
specially on critical paths [5] due to a compact yet fast implementation. Traditional prefix addition (as well as other schemes, such as
carry look ahead) are based on generate and propagate signals
derived using AND-OR logic [1]. An n-bit prefix adder requires
only Oðlog2 nÞ stages for the calculation of the delay. In terms of
AND-OR gates, the Kogge-Stone and Ladner-Fischer adders incur
a delay of 2log2 n þ 1 gates.
Alternatives to AND-OR logic have also been considered for
arithmetic circuit designs. In particular, majority logic has been of
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interest from the early 1960s. The realization of a one-bit adder
using three majority gates and two inverters has been proposed as
well as techniques based on decomposition and rearrangement to
majority element-based synthesis of networks with limited fan-in
components [6]. [7] has presented a geometric method that utilizes
Veitch diagrams for synthesis using i-input majority gates for a
variety of n-argument switching functions. An approach based on
Logically Passive Self-Dual (LPSD) has been presented in [8]; an
extension to this work has been presented in [9]. Interest in majority logic has been revived recently in the context of digital design
for several emerging nanotechnologies (such as domain wall nanomagnets [10], resonant tunneling diodes [11] and quantum dot cellular automata (QCA) [12]) [13], [14]. A few multi-bit adder
designs in QCA have been reported [15], [16], [17], [18], [19]. However, the best existing majority gate-based n-bit adder design still
incurs a delay of 2log2 ðnÞ  1 for the nth carry, so only slightly better than using merely AND-OR gates. A close examination of this
design reveals the cause for this limitation, i.e., the AND-OR logic
has been primarily used to derive the majority gate-based designs.
The goal of this paper is to first redefine the output carry of an
n-bit adder in terms of only majority gates for delay reduction; the
proposed formulations are useful for parallel adders not for synthesizing general majority gate circuits [13]. This paper provides two
contributions to adder design using majority logic by which new
majority gate-based recursive techniques are proposed. The first contribution is based on a new definition for the majority gate equations
of the group generate and group propagate signals, such that the output
carry is generated at a reduced delay. The second contribution is
based on a new operator that exploits novel recursive properties of
majority logic to achieve saving in circuit complexity (as given by
the number of majority gates required in a design) for prefix adders.
Overall, the proposed formulation results in calculating the output
carry of an n-bit adder with a reduced majority gate delay of
log2 ðnÞ þ 1. Moreover, the proposed approach leads to a reduction
of 40percent in normalized delay and 30 percent in circuit complexity (in terms of required majority gates) for multi-bit addition compared to the best existing designs found in the technical literature.

2

ADDER AND OUTPUT CARRY

Fig. 1 shows the block diagram of an n-bit binary adder. The inputs
to the adder are given by A ¼ an1 an2 . . . a1 a0 , B ¼ bn1
bn2 . . . b1 b0 and Cin while Sum ¼ Sn1 sn2 . . . S1 S0 and the carry
Cn are the outputs. Many approaches have been proposed for computing Sum and Cn efficiently. These include the carry lookahead
adder (CLA) and prefix adders. While CLA provides a means for
fast two-operand addition, fan-out restrictions have led to the
development of prefix adders to reduce the carry calculation to a
“prefix” computation. Both CLA and the prefix adders are based
on the principle of generate and propagate of two binary signals ai
and bi : in particular, gi ¼ ai bi while pi ¼ ðai þ bi Þ. Prefix adders
employ an associative operator [2] denoted by  and defined as






ðGi ; Pi Þ  Gj ; Pj ¼ Gi þ Pi Gj ; Pi Pj :
(1)
The  operator is used to express the output carry Cn as
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ðCn ; 0Þ ¼ ðgn1 ; pn1 Þ  ðgn2 ; pn2 Þ  . . .
 ðg1 ; p1 Þ  ðg0 ; p0 Þ
 ðC0 ; 0Þ:

(2)

Efficient tree-based computation structures using (2) have been
proposed [2], [3], [4]. Among these, the designs in [2] and [3] need
exactly log2 n stages for an n-bit adder. In terms of circuit components, these designs incur a delay of 2log2 n þ 1 gates where each
associative operation incurs 2 gate-delays and there are a total of
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To compute the output carry in (6), one majority gate is required
after computing the Sum signals. The same output carry in (5)
requires two majority gates (therefore incurring in a two majority
gate delay).

3

MAJORITY LOGIC FORMULATION OF OUTPUT CARRY

A formulation for the carry output in terms of the Sum signal has
been presented in the previous section; next the Sum signal is
expressed in recursive majority logic form. This is used to efficiently generate the carry as in (6). Let A ¼ an1 an2 . . . a1 a0 ,
B ¼ bn1 bn2 . . . b1 b0 and the (initial) carry C0 be inputs to an n-bit
binary adder. Then, the output carry Cn can be defined in terms of
majority gates as
Fig. 1. Block diagram of n-bit binary adder.

log2 n operations. Furthermore, initial generate-propagate calculations incur in one gate delay. An alternative definition of the output
carry that leads to a lower gate delay, is presented in this manuscript.
The majority gate equations of the output carry Ciþ1 and the
output sum Si are given in (3) and (4); therefore, Ciþ1 depends on
previous carry signals ðsuch as Ci Þ, whereas Si depends only on
the carry signals and the inputs. After generating all the carry signals, the sum signals are computed in parallel. Hence, the speed of
an n-bit binary adder primarily depends on the carry generation
process. The focus of this paper is on the carry generate process for
low delay/circuit complexity in its design
Ciþ1 ¼ M ðai ; bi ; Ci Þ


 
Si ¼ M Ciþ1 ; M ai ; bi ; Ciþ1 ; Ci :

(3)
(4)

The output carry Cn of an n-bit adder is usually specified in
terms of Sum as
Cn ¼ ðSum  2 Þ þ ðSum ¼ 2  1ÞCin ;
n

n

Sum  2n ¼ Mðan1 ; bn1 ; Mðan2 ; bn2 ; . . . ;
Mða1 ; b1 ; Mða0 ; b0 ; 0ÞÞÞÞ

(10)

Sum  ð2n  1Þ ¼ Mðan1 ; bn1 ; Mðan2 ; bn2 ; . . . ;
Mða1 ; b1 ; Mða0 ; b0 ; 1ÞÞÞÞ

(11)

Direct application of (9) to compute Cn is not efficient (i.e., it
incurs in a high delay); so, the recursive forms of Cn , Sum  2n
and Sum  ð2n  1Þ in (9), (10), and (11) are needed to derive two
of the contributions of this paper. For ease of notation, let Ri ðxÞ
and Ri:j ðxÞ be defined as

n

Cn ¼ M ðSum  2n ; Sum  ð2n  1Þ; Cin Þ

(6)

Sum  2n ¼ Cn jðCin ¼0Þ

(7)

Sum  ð2n  1Þ ¼ Cn jðCin ¼1Þ :

(8)

(The proof of (6) , (7), and (8) is provided in the supplemental material
as Theorem 1 and Lemma 1, which can be found on the Computer

(9)

Hence, Sum  2n and Sum  ð2n  1Þ are expressed in terms of
majority gates using (7) and (8) as

(5)

where Sum  2 and Sum ¼ 2  1 are binary signals. Upon generating the ðSum  2n Þ and ðSum ¼ 2n  1Þ signals, computation
of Cn requires just two gate delays. The logic implementation of Cn
in (5) using AND-OR gates and majority gates is given in Table 1.
However, recent designs in [18] and [17] do not achieve a low circuit/delay complexity because they rely on the output carry equation as in (5). The definition of the output carry directly in terms of
majority gates is advantageous to achieve a low delay/circuit complexity for majority gate-based adders. (5) can be redefined such
that the output carry is in terms of majority gates; this is given by
n

Cn ¼ Mðan1 ; bn1 ; Mðan2 ; bn2 ; . . . ;
Mða1 ; b1 ; Mða0 ; b0 ; C0 ÞÞÞ:

Ri ðxÞ ¼ M ðai ; bi ; xÞ

(12)

Ri:j ðxÞ ¼ Mðai ; bi ; Mðai1 ; bi1 ; . . . ;
Mðaj1 ; bj1 ; Mðaj ; bj ; xÞÞÞÞ

(13)

Ri:i ðxÞ ¼ Ri ðxÞ:

(14)

Sum  2n and Sum  ð2n  1Þ in (10) and (11) can be rewritten
using Ri:j ðxÞ as
Sum  2n ¼ Rn1:1 ða0  b0 Þ

(15)

Sum  ð2n  1Þ ¼ Rn1:1 ða0 þ b0 Þ:

(16)

So the output carry Cn using (15) and (16) can be written as
Cn ¼ M ðRn1:1 ða0  b0 Þ; Rn1:1 ða0 þ b0 Þ; C0 Þ:

(17)

(17) expresses the computation of all carries using C0 . For
improvement in circuit complexity the lower order carries can be
used for computation of the higher order carries. For example,
when n > i, Cn can be expressed using Ci as

TABLE 1
Different Realizations for Carry Components in (5) Where gi ¼ ai bi , ki ¼ ai  bi and pi ¼ ðai þ bi Þ
Realization
AND-OR Gates
Majority Gates [15]
Majority Gates [14]
Proposed

Sum  2n
P0
Q
gn1 þ i ¼ n2 ð iþ1
j¼n1 kj Þgi
Mðan1 ; bn1 ; Mðan2 ; bn2 ; . . . ; Mða1 ; b1 ; Mða0 ; b0 ; 0ÞÞÞÞ
Mðan1 ; bn1 ; Mðan2 ; bn2 ; . . . ; Mða1 ; b1 ; Mða0 ; b0 ; 0ÞÞÞÞ
Mðan1 ; bn1 ; Mðan2 ; bn2 ; . . . ; Mða1 ; b1 ; a0 ÞÞÞ

Sum ¼ ð2n  1Þ
Q0
ki
Q0i¼n1
pi
i
¼
n1
Q
i¼n1;n3;...;1 Mðai ; bi ; Mðai1 ; bi1 ; 1ÞÞ
Mðan1 ; bn1 ; Mðan2 ; bn2 ; . . . ; Mða1 ; b1 ; b0 ÞÞÞ
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Fig. 3. Conventional prefix graph of carry C16. Where gi ¼ ai bi and pi ¼ ai þ bi .

properties, then it is evident that
Cn ¼ M ðRn1:iþ1 ðai Þ; Rn1:iþ1 ðbi Þ; Ci Þ

(21)

(The proof of (21) is provided in the supplemental material as Theorem
2, available online)
Hence, C4 , C8 and C16 can be rewritten as

Fig. 2. Carry C8 majority gate implementations. (a) Carry C8 of [14]. (b) Proposed
majority gate diagram of carry C8.

Cn ¼ Mðan1 ; bn1 ; Mðan2 ; bn2 ; . . . ;
Mðaiþ1 ; biþ1 ; Mðai ; bi ; Ci ÞÞÞÞ:

C8 ¼ M ðR7:5 ða4 Þ; R7:5 ðb4 Þ; C4 Þ

(23)

C16 ¼ M ðR15:9 ða8 Þ; R15:9 ðb8 Þ; C8 Þ:

(24)

The carries in (22), (23), and (24) do not require the ai  bi and
ai þ bi terms and hence, this makes possible a reduction in circuit
complexity as well as delay. This formulation is not only useful for
calculating the parallel carry but also for the parallel calculation of
the recursive terms Rn1:iþ1 ðai Þ and Rn1:iþ1 ðbi Þ, so Rn1:iþ1 ðai Þ
(for n  1 > h > i) is given by
(25)

As examples, consider the calculations of R7:5 ða4 Þ and R7:5 ðb4 Þ
in (23); these are obtained as in (26) and (27). Similarly, R15:9 ða8 Þ
and R15:9 ðb8 Þ are calculated as in (28) and (29)

(19)

The expressions for Cn in (17) and (18) are equivalent; so (17) is
applied for calculating Cn in (18) by replacing 0 by i. The generalized form is given as
Cn ¼ M ðRn1:iþ1 ðai  bi Þ; Rn1:iþ1 ðai þ bi Þ; Ci Þ

(22)

Rn1:iþ1 ðai Þ ¼ M ðRn1:hþ1 ðah Þ; Rn1:hþ1 ðbh Þ; Rh1:iþ1 ðai ÞÞ:
(18)

By applying (18), we can write C8 using C4 as
C8 ¼ M ða7 ; b7 ; M ða6 ; b6 ; M ða5 ; b5 ; M ða4 ; b4 ; C4 ÞÞÞÞ

C4 ¼ M ðR3 ða2 Þ; R3 ðb2 Þ; C2 Þ

R7:5 ða4 Þ ¼ M ðR7 ða6 Þ; R7 ðb6 Þ; R5 ða4 ÞÞ

(26)

R7:5 ðb4 Þ ¼ M ðR7 ða6 Þ; R7 ðb6 Þ; R5 ðb4 ÞÞ

(27)

R15:9 ða8 Þ ¼ M ðR15:13 ða12 Þ; R15:13 ðb12 Þ; R11:9 ða8 ÞÞ

(28)

R15:9 ðb8 Þ ¼ M ðR15:13 ða12 Þ; R15:13 ðb12 Þ; R11:9 ðb8 ÞÞ:

(29)

(20)

(The proof of (20) is provided in the supplemental material as Lemma 2,
available online)
Cn in (20) can be further improved; the direct calculation of the
ai  bi and ai þ bi terms in (20) requires an additional AND gate and
an OR gate. However an improvement for Cn requires few additional considerations. These are presented in terms of four properties. The properties are for recursive majority logic as Rn1:iþ1
ðai þ bi Þ, Rn1:iþ1 ðai  bi Þ, Rn1:iþ1 ðai Þ and Rn1:iþ1 ðbi Þ. The proofs
are omitted because they follow directly from the definition of the
majority function.

Property 1. Rn1:iþ1 ðai  bi Þ ¼ Rn1:iþ1 ðai Þ  Rn1:iþ1 ðbi Þ
Property 2. Rn1:iþ1 ðai þ bi Þ ¼ Rn1:iþ1 ðai Þ þ Rn1:iþ1 ðbi Þ
Rn1:iþ1 ðai  bi Þ þ Rn1:iþ1 ða1 þ bi Þ
¼ Rn1:iþ1 ðai þ bi Þ
Rn1:iþ1 ðai  bi Þ  Rn1:iþ1 ða1 þ bi Þ
Property 4.
¼ Rn1:iþ1 ðai  bi Þ

Fig. 2b shows the proposed majority gate diagrams of C8
using the proposed formulation. From Fig. 2, the proposed carry
C4 requires 2 majority gates less than C4 of [17]. Similarly, C8 in
Fig. 2 requires six majority gates less than in [17] (shown in
Fig. 2), hence a saving of 33 percent is accomplished. The delay
required for generating C8 is four (log2 ð8Þ þ 1) majority gates
(Fig. 2) and this corresponds to a 20 percent saving compared to
the design of [17]. Similarly, the delay required for generating
Cn is log2 ðnÞ þ 1. The proposed majority gate formulation is
applicable to various adders such as the Carry-Look Ahead
adder (CLA), prefix adders, carry select adder and conditional
sum adders. Due to space constraints, only the application to
prefix adders is presented.

Property 3.

4

Let A ¼ an1 an2 . . . a1 a0 , B ¼ bn1 bn2 . . . b1 b0 and the input
carry Ci be the inputs to a binary adder; using the presented

Prefix adders are defined in terms of an associative operator [1] as
in (30). The carry C4 is computed using the prefix associative operator in (31) such that generate gi ¼ ai bi and propagate pi ¼ ai þ bi .
Fig. 3 shows its prefix graph. In this section, a new associative operator is presented in terms of majority logic for obtaining a design
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Fig. 6. Proposed prefix graph of carry C16.

(34), and (35) utilize a new (generalized) prefix operator as well as
its associative property. We now define the new prefix operator
Let ai , bi , aj and bj be the binary inputs; the proposed prefix
operator is expressed in terms of majority logic as


 
 

ðai ; bi Þ  aj ; bj ¼ M ai ; bi ; aj ; M ai ; bi ; bj :

(36)

It follows that the proposed operator is associative, i.e.,

Fig. 4. Prefix-Adder associative operator of [14].

½ða3 ; b3 Þ  ða2 ; b2 Þ  ða1 ; b1 Þ ¼ ða3 ; b3 Þ  ½ða2 ; b2 Þ  ða1 ; b1 Þ:
with reduced complexity (in terms of number of gates and delay in
the adder design)


ðgi ; pi Þ  gj ; pj



¼



gi þ pi pj ; pi pj



ðC4 ; Þ ¼ ðg3 ; p3 Þ  ðg2 ; p2 Þ  ðg1 ; p1 Þ  ðC1 ; Þ:

(30)
(31)

The motivation for the definition of this new operator is as follows. The existing operator in (30) requires three majority gates;
[17] has derived new properties to reduce the number of majority
gates for such existing operator. However, this can be improved
further, because it reduces the number of majority gates for only
specific stages of the adder. In the scheme of [17] (Fig. 4) each prefix
operation requires two majority gates each for stage-1 and stage-2,
while the remaining stages require three majority gates each. The
proposed design requires only two majority gates in all stages of
prefix addition and completely eliminates the calculations of gi s
and pi s. The details are as follows. The components of C8 in (23)
can be rewritten as
C8 ¼ M ðR7:5 ða4 Þ; R7:5 ðb4 Þ; C4 Þ

(32)

ðR7:5 ða4 Þ; R7:5 ðb4 ÞÞ ¼ ðMðR7 ða6 Þ; R7 ðb6 Þ; R5 ða4 Þ;
MðR7 ða6 Þ; R7 ðb6 Þ; R5 ðb4 ÞÞÞ

(33)

ðR7 ða6 Þ; R7 ðb6 ÞÞ ¼ ðM ða7 ; b7 ; a6 Þ; M ða7 ; b7 ; b6 ÞÞ

(34)

ðR5 ða4 Þ; R5 ðb4 ÞÞ ¼ ðM ða5 ; b5 ; a4 Þ; M ða5 ; b5 ; b4 ÞÞ:

(35)

Each pair in (32), (33), (34), and (35) requires two majority gates
and all pairs require similar circuits in implementation. (32), (33),

Fig. 5. Proposed prefix operator symbol and majority gate diagram.

Using the proposed associative operator, ðR7:5 ða4 Þ; R7:5 ðb4 ÞÞ;
ðR7 ða6 Þ; R7 ðb6 ÞÞ; ðR5 ða4 Þ; R5 ðb4 ÞÞ and ðR3 ða2 Þ; R3 ðb2 ÞÞ can be
rewritten as
ðR7:5 ða4 Þ; R7:5 ðb4 ÞÞ ¼ ðR7 ða6 Þ; R7 ðb6 ÞÞ  ðR5 ða4 Þ; R5 ðb4 ÞÞ

(37)

ðR7 ða6 Þ; R7 ðb6 ÞÞ ¼ ða7 ; b7 Þ  ða6 ; b6 Þ

(38)

ðR5 ða4 Þ; R5 ðb4 ÞÞ ¼ ða5 ; b5 Þ  ða4 ; b4 Þ

(39)

ðR3 ða2 Þ; R3 ðb2 ÞÞ ¼ ða3 ; b3 Þ  ða2 ; b2 Þ:

(40)

Substituting ðR7 ða6 Þ; R7 ðb6 ÞÞ and ðR5 ða4 Þ; R5 ðb4 ÞÞ in ðR7:5 ða4 Þ;
R7:5 ðb4 ÞÞ, ðR7:5 ða4 Þ; R7:5 ðb4 ÞÞ is derived in a fully associative form as
ðR7:5 ða4 Þ; R7:5 ðb4 ÞÞ ¼ ða7 ; b7 Þ  ða6 ; b6 Þ  ða5 ; b5 Þ  ða4 ; b4 Þ

(41)

The application of the proposed prefix-operator leads to C8 as
C8 ¼ M ðR7:5 ða4 Þ; R7:5 ðb4 Þ; C4 Þ
¼ ðR7:5 ða4 Þ; R7:5 ðb4 ÞÞ  ðC4 ; Þ
¼ ða7 ; b7 Þ  ða6 ; b6 Þ  ða5 ; b5 Þ  ða4 ; b4 Þ  ðC4 ; Þ:
Under the proposed prefix operator, the carry Cn and the recursive term ðRn1:i ðai Þ; Rn1:i ðbi ÞÞ are expressed as
ðCn ; Þ ¼ ðan1 ; bn1 Þ  ðan1 ; bn1 Þ      ðai ; bi Þ  ðCi ; Þ

(42)

ðRn1:i ðai Þ; Rn1:i ðbi ÞÞ ¼ ðan1 ; bn1 Þ  ðan1 ; bn1 Þ    
    ðaiþ1 ; biþ1 Þ  ðai ; bi Þ:

(43)

The recursive terms ðR7:5 ða4 Þ; R7:5 ðb4 ÞÞ and the carry C8 can be
rewritten using the proposed prefix operator in (36). The general
form of representing carries and recursive terms using the proposed prefix operator is given in (42) and (43) respectively. Fig. 5
shows the proposed prefix operator symbol and the majority gate
diagram. C16 using (42) and (43) is given by (44). Fig. 6 shows the
proposed prefix graph for calculating C16 . The majority gate diagram of C16 is shown in Fig. 7 (the proposed prefix associative
operator is marked with dotted lines in Fig. 7)
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Fig. 7. Majority gate diagram of carry C16 of proposed prefix adder (C16 is calculated the same way for various adder schemes such as Kogge-Stone, LadnerFischer and Brent-Kung).

C16 ¼ ðR15:9 ða8 Þ; R15:9 ðb8 ÞÞ  ðC8 ; Þ
¼ ðR15:13 ða12 Þ; R15:13 ðb12 ÞÞ
 ðR11:9 ða8 Þ; R11:9 ðb8 ÞÞ  ðC8 ; Þ:

(44)

The proposed prefix operator has the following advantages
compared to prior designs: (a) It completely removes the calculation of gi s and pi s from the prefix adders. (b) The computation of
each prefix operator requires only two majority gates in all stages
of prefix adders. (c) The computation of each prefix operator
involves only one majority gate delay in all stages of the prefix
adders.
The proposed prefix operator is directly applicable to all types
of prefix adder. In this paper, three types of prefix adders are considered, namely Kogge-Stone, Ladner-Fisher and Brent-Kung adders. The proposed majority gate diagrams for various prefix adders
are shown in Fig. 8. Fig. 8a shows the proposed majority gate diagram of an 8-bit Kogge-Stone prefix adder; it requires three stages
and four majority gates delay for calculation of all carries, so log2 n
stages for calculation of all carries in a n-bit adder. Fig. 8b shows
the proposed majority gate diagram of an 8-bit Ladner-Fischer
adder; it requires three stages and four majority gates delay for calculation of all carries. An n-bit Ladner-Fischer adder requires log2 n
stages for calculation of all carries. Fig. 8c shows the proposed
majority gate diagram of an 8-bit Brent-Kung adder. It requires
five stages and incurs in a six majority gates delay for the calculation of all carries. An n-bit Brent-Kung adder requires 2log2 n  1
stages for the calculation of the carries. The proposed prefix graphs
of Kogge-Stone, Ladner-Fischer and Brent-Kung adders are similar
to the conventional prefix-graphs [2], [3], [4], the significant difference is that the proposed prefix graphs do not require the calculation of the gi s and pi s.

5

COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS

In this section, generalized expressions are derived for calculating
the circuit complexity (i.e., the total number of majority gates) and
delay complexity (i.e., the total normalized delay also in terms of
majority gates) for various n-bit prefix adders.

5.1

Circuit Complexity

Let Ic ðnÞ and Is ðnÞ denote the number of majority gates required
for calculation of all carries and sums respectively. Each proposed
prefix operator consists of two majority gates, except for the final
stage of calculating the carries in a prefix adder, where it requires
only one majority gate (Fig. 8). In all n-bit prefix adder designs,
n  1 prefix operators are present at the final stage when calculating the carries. So, n  1 majority gates must be subtracted from
the total majority gates required for computing all prefix operators
in a n-bit adder. Only an additional majority gate is required when
calculating C1 . The expression for Ic ðnÞ is given by

Fig. 8. Majority gate diagrams of different 8-bit prefix adders using proposed prefix
operator.


Ic ðnÞ ¼ 2
¼ 2


Total number of
þ 1  ðn  1Þ
Prefix Operators


Total number of
 n þ 2:
Prefix Operators

(45)

After calculating all carries, each sum requires two majority
gates (as per (4)). The number of majority gates required for calculation of all sums in an n-bit adder is given by
Is ðnÞ ¼ 2n:

(46)

The generalized expression for calculating the circuit complexity of a n-bit prefix adder (as the total number of majority gates) is
given by

I ðnÞ ¼ 2

Total number of
Prefix Operators


þ n þ 2;

(47)
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TABLE 2
Comparison of Proposed n-bit Prefix Adders with a Recent Design
Adder Type

No. of
Stages
log2 n
log2 n
log2 n
log2 n
log2 n
log2 n
2log2 n  1
2log2 n  1
2log2 n  1

Proposed Kogge-Stone
Kogge-Stone [14]
Kogge-Stone [2]
Proposed Ladner-Fischer
Ladner-Fischer [14]
Ladner-Fischer [3]
Proposed Brent-Kung
Brent-Kung [14]
Brent-Kung [4]

No. of
Prefix-Operators
nðlog2 n  1Þ þ 1
nðlog2 n  1Þ þ 1
nðlog2 n  1Þ þ 1
n
2 log2 n
n
2 log2 n
n
2 log2 n
2n  log2 n  2
2n  log2 n  2
2n  log2 n  2

nÞ
I gp ðn

I c ðn
nÞ

I s ðn
nÞ

0
2n  2
2n  2
0
n2
2n  2
0
n2
2n  2

2nlog2 n  3n þ 4
3nlog2 n  6n þ 8
3nlog2 n  2n þ 5
nlog2 n  n þ 2
3n
2 log2 n  2n þ 2
3n
2 log2 n  n þ 2
3n  2log2 n  2
7
2 n  3log2 n  2
5n  3log2 n  4

2n
2n
2n
2n
2n
2n
2n
2n
2n

i.e., IðnÞ denotes the circuit complexity as the total number of
majority gates required for a n-bit prefix adder as the sum of Ic ðnÞ
and Is ðnÞ.
The prefix-adder circuit complexity depends on the number
of prefix operators. The n-bit Kogge-Stone, the Ladner-Fischer
and the Brent-Kung prefix adders require nðlog2 n  1Þ þ 1,
n
2 log2 n and 2n  log2 n  2 prefix operators respectively [16].
Therefore, using (47), the total numbers of majority gates
required for the n-bit Kogge-Stone, Ladner-Fischer and BrentKung adders are given by

5.2

I ðnÞ ¼ 2nlog2 n  n þ 4

(48)

I ðnÞ ¼ nlog2 n þ n þ 2

(49)

I ðnÞ ¼ 5n  2log2 n  2:

(50)

Delay Complexity

The total normalized delay required for any binary adder is the
sum of the normalized delays required for generation of all carries
and sums; let dc ðnÞ and ds ðnÞ denote the normalized delays
required for calculation of all carries and sums respectively. Each
proposed prefix operator requires one-majority gate delay. The
delay for calculation of all carries in prefix adders is given by the
sum of the total prefix adder stages and one majority gate delay for
calculating carry C1 . The delay dc ðnÞ is given by
dc ðnÞ ¼ ðTotal number of stagesÞ þ 1:

(51)

TABLE 3
Circuit and Delay Comparison for Different Sizes of Prefix Adders
Adder Size
Type
(bits)

Proposed
I(n)

d(n) MNDP

[14]
I(n)

Saving in
MNDP (%)

d(n) MNDP

KS

8
16
32
64
128

44
116
292
708
1,668

6
7
8
9
10

264
812
2,336
6,372
16,680

62
166
422
1,030
2,438

7
9
11
13
15

434
1494
4,642
13,390
36,570

39
46
50
52
54

LF

8
16
32
64
128

34
82
194
450
1,026

6
7
8
9
10

204
574
1,552
4,050
10,260

44
112
272
640
1,472

7
9
11
13
15

308
1,008
2,992
8,320
22,080

34
43
48
51
54

BK

8
16
32
64
128

32
70
148
306
624

8
10
12
14
16

256
700
1,776
4,284
9,984

39
88
189
394
807

9
13
17
21
25

351
1,144
3,213
8,274
20,175

27
39
45
48
51

Total Maj.
Gates I ðn
nÞ
2nlog2 n  n þ 4
3nlog2 n  2n þ 6
3nlog2 n þ 2n þ 3
nlog2 n þ n þ 2
3n
2 log2 n þ n
3n
2 log2 n þ 3n
5n  2log2 n  2
13
2 n  3log2 n  4
9n  3log2 n  6

Normalized
Delay d ðn
nÞ
log2 n þ 3
2log2 n þ 1
2log2 n þ 3
log2 n þ 3
2log2 n þ 1
2log2 n þ 3
2log2 n þ 2
4log2 n  3
4log2 n þ 1

After computing all carries, all sums are calculated in parallel;
the delay required for each sum is two majority gates (the delay for
the inverters is not included). The delay ds ðnÞ is given by
ds ðnÞ ¼ 2:

(52)

The generalized expression for the delay complexity as the total
normalized delay required for an n-bit prefix adder in terms of
majority gates is given by the sum of dc ðnÞ and ds ðnÞ, i.e.,
dðnÞ ¼ dc ðnÞ þ ds ðnÞ
¼ Total number of stages þ 1 þ 2
¼ Total number of stages þ 3:

(53)

The expressions for the prefix-adder normalized delay depends
on the number of stages of an adder. The n-bit Kogg-Stone,
Ladner-Fischer and Brent-Kung prefix adders require log2 n, log2 n
and 2log2 n  1 prefix stages respectively. The total normalized
delay (as delay complexity) required for n-bit Kogge-Stone, Ladner-Fischer and Brent-Kung adders using (53) is given in (54), (55),
and (56) respectively

6

d ðnÞ ¼ 2nlog2 n  n þ 4

(54)

d ðnÞ ¼ nlog2 n þ n þ 2

(55)

d ðnÞ ¼ 5n  2log2 n  2:

(56)

COMPARISON

Table 2 presents a comparison of the proposed design with
[17]. The proposed prefix adders achieve approximately a
40 percent reduction in delay compared to the designs of [17].
Similarly, the proposed designs achieve more than 30 percent
saving in circuit complexity. These substantial savings are due
to the proposed new formulations as outlined in the previous
sections.
Table 3 presents the product of the circuit and delay complexities given by the number of majority gates and the Normalized
Delay (in terms of gates along the critical path). This metric is
referred to as MNDP. The percentage reduction in MNDP is more
than 50 percent for the proposed Kogge-Stone and Ladner-Fischer
adders and 48 percent for the Brent-Kung adder.
Figs. 9a, 9b, and c9 show the comparison graphs of total number
of majority gates, normalized delay and the product of these two
complexities (MNDP) for the Kogge-Stone, Ladner-Fischer and
Brent-Kung adders for different adder sizes. The proposed BrentKung adder (Fig. 9a) has a low circuit complexity as reflected by
the reduced number of majority gates. The delay required for the
proposed Ladner-Fischer and Kogge-Stone adders is lower compared with the different designs of [17].
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Fig. 9. Comparison for total number of majority gates (circuit complexity), normalized delay (delay complexity) and their product for prefix adders.

7

CONCLUSION

A new majority gate-based approach for high performance adder
design has been presented. The two contributions of this manuscript (the formulation of the carry output and the recursive prefix
operator for majority logic) have resulted in a reduction in circuit
complexity (as requiring a lower number of majority gates in an
adder design) as well as lower propagation delay for the leading
carry.
The proposed strategy has been applied to various prefix adders including the Kogge-Stone, Ladner-Fischer and Brent-Kung
adders. It is observed that these new results achieve a reduction in
delay of at least log2 n over the best existing majority gate-based
adders found in the technical literature. Specifically, reductions of
40 percent in delay and 30 percent in circuit complexity (in terms
of the number of majority gates) has been accomplished for multibit adder schemes. As shown in Table 2, Is ðnÞ remains constant
and for very large values of n, Ic ðnÞ and the normalized delay dðnÞ
show considerable reductions, for example a nearly 50 percent for
dðnÞ for the three prefix adders considered in this manuscript.
Current research deals with the applications of these findings to
emerging technologies and in particular, the implications on different applications requiring fast arithmetic processing.
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